
CONSUMER PROTECTION WORKING GROUP AGENDA 

Friday, February 3, 2023 

TOPIC 1 Community Solar Subscription Sizing 

BACKGROUND  
Over recent months, the Program Administrator has received an increase in 
customer inquiries regarding their Community Solar (“CS”) Subscription size. 
Some customers are finding that their subscription size is larger than their 
electricity consumption. If the subscription is significantly oversized, this can 
result in the customer paying for more community solar bill credits than they can 
actually use, because the amount of bill credits greatly exceeds their utility bill (or 
the portion of the utility bill to which the credits can be applied). These customers 
see much higher-than-expected community solar bills and may not see promised 
savings.  
 
For Illinois Solar for All customers, this has possible implications for meeting 
Program savings requirements.  Section XI. (B) of the Consumer Protection 
Handbook states: “Approved Vendors and Designees must demonstrate that any 
ongoing costs and fees paid by the participant will not exceed 50% of the value of 
energy generated by the customer’s share of the system.” 
 
Even in Illinois Shines, an oversized subscription may lead to a Program violation if 
it means the customer does not receive promised savings. 
 
The Program Administrator wants to discuss ways in which Community Solar 
providers set customers’ initial subscription size, and how CS providers monitor 
subscription size after initial enrollment and corrective measures taken when 
subscriptions are not properly sized. 
 
 

ISSUES / 
QUESTIONS FOR 
DISCUSSION 

 
Discussion questions: 

- Can CS Subscribers notify their CS Provider of permanent changes in their 
consumption and request reduced/increased subscription size? 

- How do CS Providers communicate to subscribers change in subscription 
size? 

- Is an audit taking place after initial enrollment to verify customer has 
appropriately sized subscription? Are there specific variance thresholds 
that are permissible when completing an audit? 

- Is there contract language that CS Providers include around subscription 
size variances? 

- Do customers know where to look on their bill to see if they’re building up 
a big store of unused CS credits? 

- Is this an issue that Grassroots Educators and Consumer Advocacy groups 
are aware of and/or seeing? 

 

 



TOPIC 2 Program Requirement: Responsiveness to Customers and Program Administrator 
   

BACKGROUND  
Failure of an Approved Vendor or Designee to respond to customer inquiries they 
receive directly continues to be a driver for calls received by the Program 
Administrator’s Consumer Protection Team. Additionally, failure to respond to 
deadlines set by the Program Administrator is the leading cause for complaints to be 
marked “closed” rather than “resolved.” 
 
In registering to become an Approved Vendor or Designee within Illinois ABP and 
ILSFA, applicants sign an attestation agreeing to comply with all Program 
Requirements.  
 
As explained in the October 2022 version of the Adjustable Block Program 
Guidebook, Approved Vendors and Designees shall conduct business affairs with the 
goal of openness and transparency and should be open and willing to answer 
customer complaints. Specifically, under Section 3(B) of the Program Guidebook:   
 

“Approved Vendors and Designees are expected to be responsive to 
customers’ questions and concerns, whether in relation to the Illinois ABP or 
to another aspect of the customer’s solar installation or community solar 
subscription, even in situations where the customer has not filed a formal 
complaint with the Program Administrator. Approved Vendors and 
Designees must act professionally towards customers, the Program 
Administrator, and the IPA at all times.... The failure of an Approved Vendor 
or Designee to meet deadlines, respond to the Program Administrator during 
the investigation of a complaint or consumer protection issue, and/or act 
unprofessionally towards customers, the Program Administrator, or the IPA 
could affect that entity’s status in the Program, including potential 
disciplinary action and suspension. 

 
 Additionally, Section I (A) of the Consumer Protection Handbook states:  
 

“Approved Vendors and Designees must be responsive to customer 
questions and concerns regarding the Program or any aspect of or issues 
related to offers made as part of the Program. Approved Vendors and 
Designees must respond substantively to customer questions and concerns 
as promptly as reasonably practicable.”  
 

Section X.(B) of Consumer Protection Handbook provides the additional detail: 
 

“If an Approved Vendors or Designee is not responsive to the Program 
Administrator during a complaint investigation or responds unsatisfactorily 
to the Program Administrator during the investigation of a complaint, that 
Program entity's portal access may be shut off and the entity will 
be prohibited from generating Disclosure Forms or submitting Part I 
applications. Restricted portal access may be lifted once the entity begins 



responding in a satisfactory manner or once the investigation concludes, 
whichever comes first.” 

 
Program Administrator seeks to identify hurdles that Approved Vendors and 
Designees experience in receiving or providing updates on ILSFA and Illinois ABP 
projects. 
 

ISSUES / 
QUESTIONS FOR 
DISCUSSION 

 
Discussion questions: 

- What hurdles do Approved Vendors and Designees experience in remaining 
responsive to customer and/or Program Administrator inquiries? 

- Is there additional information that the Program Administrator can gather 
from the customer to aid in responsiveness and complaint resolution? 

- Is there additional information that the Program Administrator can provide 
to aid in responsiveness to “Need Info” requests on program applications? 

- How are Approved Vendors managing responsiveness of their Designees? 
 

 

 

 


